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Binocular model for figure-ground segmentation
in translucent and occluding images
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Abstract. A Fourier-based solution to the problem of figure-ground seg-
mentation in short baseline binocular image pairs is presented. Each
image is modeled as an additive composite of two component images
that exhibit a spatial shift due to the binocular parallax. The segmenta-
tion is accomplished by decoupling each Fourier component in one of
the resultant additive images into its two constituent phasors, allocating
each to its appropriate object-specific spectrum, and then reconstructing
the foreground and background using the inverse Fourier transform. It is
shown that the foreground and background shifts can be computed from
the differences of the magnitudes and phases of the Fourier transform of
the binocular image pair. While the model is based on translucent ob-
jects, it also works with occluding objects. © 2002 Society of Photo-Optical In-
strumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1504722]
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1 Introduction

Many approaches have been proposed for segmentation of
images using real or apparent motion arising from either
binocular stereo or camera motion~e.g., Refs. 1–9!. Many
of these techniques accomplish the segmentation by implic-
itly or explicitly matching points or regions to establish
stereo correspondence10* and then perform segmentation
based on some similarity predicate~such as range or the
parameters of affine motion!. Such matching can be com-
putationally expensive and it normally requires that the im-
ages exhibit a certain amount of texture to drive the match-
ing process. In addition, few are able to deal with situations
where there are multiple motions in each local region such
as arise in transparent or translucent objects where the im-
ages are effectively additive.11 Independent component
analysis has been successfully applied to this problem,12

but this approach requires that the images are statistically
independent. It has been noted that frequency-domain tech-
niques have advantages in dealing with complex imagery of
this nature.13† One such frequency-domain technique for
the separation of two images that have been additively
combined~e.g., reflections in a window superimposed on a
background scene! was presented in Ref. 14 and it has also
been used to solve the figure/ground segmentation problem
where the foreground occludes the background. This ap-
proach is based on a Fourier analysis of the composite im-
ages and the appearance of the images~spectrally or spa-
tially! is not a limitation. However, the technique requires

four samples of the combined images to achieve the figure/
ground segmentation. In this paper, we present a similar
technique that requires only two samples. Computationally,
this means the approach is efficient, requiring two fast Fou-
rier transforms~FFTs!, two inverse FFTs, and a linear time-
complexity analysis and decomposition of constituent pha-
sors in the spatial frequency domain.

2 Statement of the Problem

The requirement of four images in Ref. 14 arises directly
from the formulation of the problem itself. Consider a com-
posite imagef pn(x,y) acquired at positionpn in a spatially
ordered image sequence

f pn~x,y!5 f 1
pn~x,y!1 f 2

pn~x,y!, ~1!

where f 1
pn(x,y) and f 2

pn(x,y) are the unknown foreground
and background additive component images at positionpn .
Assuming a uniform translatory motion or shift between
each positionpn ,

f i
pn~x,y!5 f i

p0~x2ndxi , y2dyi !, ~2!

where (dxi ,dyi) is the incremental spatial shift of thei th
component image, the goal is to to recover each individual
image f i

p0(x,y).
The shift property of the Fourier transform states that the

Fourier transform of a shifted functionf (x2ndx, y
2ndy) is given by15

*Variation techniques for multiframe stereo reconstruction of smooth
shapes are included in Ref. 10, which are complementary to traditional
techniques and do not work in regions with strong texture.

†Reference 13 discusses optical snow dealing with the relative motion of
highly complex objects in a scene and argues for the superiority of
frequency-domain techniques.
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F@ f ~x2ndx, y2ndy!#5F@ f ~x,y!#

3exp@2 i (vxndx1vyndy)#.

~3!

Combining Eqs.~1! and ~2! and taking the Fourier tran-
form, we have

F pn~vx ,vy!5F 1
p0~vx ,vy!

3$exp@2 i (vxndx11vyndy1)#%n

1F 2
p0~vx ,vy!

3$exp@2 i (vxndx21vyndy2)#%n

5F 1
p0~DF1!n1F 2

p0~DF2!n, ~4!

where DF i5exp@2i(vxdxi1vydyi)#, a complex variable
representing the frequency- and shift-dependent phase
change. Consequently, we have four unknowns—F 1

p0 ,

F 2
p0 , DF1 , andDF2—the two images and their respective

incremental displacements. It has been shown that these
four unknowns can be identified by solving a set of four
simultaneous equations of the form of Eq.~4!, each of
which models the known additive combinationF pn of the
foreground and the background at displacementsp0 , p1 ,
p2 , andp3 .

The purpose of this paper is to show how, in the case of
frontoparallel binocular stereo, we can solve forF 1

p0 , F 1
p0 ,

DF1 , andDF2 with just two images instead of four.

3 Solution Using Two Images

We assume that the binocular stereo configuration has a
vergence angle of 0 deg, i.e., both cameras are pointing in
the same direction so that their optical axes are parallel.
This is often referred to as frontoparallel binocular stereo
and is one of the most common stereo configurations. With
this configuration, the epipolar lines are parallel to the line
joining the optical centres of the two images. This means
that the displacement of each pixel in the image is horizon-
tal and, thus,dy50. Furthermore, since we have only two
images,n50,1. Thus, our model now becomes

F p0~vx ,vy!5F 1
p0~vx ,vy!1F 2

p0~vx ,vy!,

F p1~vx ,vy!5F 1
p0~vx ,vy!exp@2 i (vxdx1)#

1F 2
p0~vx ,vy!exp@2 i (vxdx2)#.

The goal is now to finddx1 , dx2 , F 1
p0(vx ,vy), and

F 2
p0(vx ,vy).
To solve for these, first we separate the Fourier compo-

nents into their magnitude and phase components@for the
sake of brevity, we will drop the (vx ,vy) arguments#:

F p05uF 1
p0ueif11uF 2

p0ueif2, ~5!

F p15uF 1
p0uexp@ i (f12vxdx1)#

1uF 2
p0uexp@ i (f22vxdx2)#. ~6!

The magnitude of each composite phasor at positionp0 is

uF p0u5uuF 1
p0ueif11uF 2

p0ueif2u.

Rotating F p0 to align it with one of the the component
phasors does not alter its magnitude:

uF p0u5uF p0exp~2 if1!u

5uuF 1
p0ueif1 exp~2 if1!1uF 2

p0ueif2exp~2 if1!u

5uuF 1
p0u1uF 2

p0uexp@ i (f22f1)#u.

Similarly, rotatingF p1 to align it with one of the the com-
ponent phasors:

uF p1u5uF p1 exp@2 i (f12vxdx1)#u

5uuF 1
p0uexp@ i (f12vxdx1)#exp@2 i (f12vxdx1)#

1uF 2
p0uexp@ i (f22vxdx2)#exp@2 i (f12vxdx1)#u

5uuF 1
p0u1uF 2

p0uexp$ i [f22f11vx(dx12dx2)] %u.

Taking the difference between the magnitudes, we have:

uF p1u2uF p0u5uuF 1
p0u1uF 2

p0u

3exp$ i [f22f11vx(dx12dx2)] %u

2uuF 1
p0u1uF 2

p0uexp@ i (f22f1)#u.

For some given displacementsdx1 anddx2 , there exists a
set of spatial frequenciesvx8 such thatuF p1u2uF p0u50.
That is,

exp$ i [f22f11vx8(dx12dx2)] %5exp@ i (f22f1)#.

Hence,

exp$ i [vx8(dx12dx2)] %51,

and thus,

vx8~dx12dx2!52np,n50,1,2, . . . .

Thus,

vx85
2np

dx12dx2
.

Thus, if we identify the set of spatial frequenciesvx8 for
which uF p1u2uF p0u50, we can then compute the differ-
ence between the two quantities we are seeking to find, i.e.,

dx12dx25
2np

vx8
. ~7!
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Since this equation depends only on thevx spatial frequen-
cies, these zero components will occur at allvy frequen-
cies. We use this fact to improve the robustness of the tech-
nique by summing all the magnitude differences along the
vy axis to yield a 1-D signatureF m of the difference of
Fourier component magnitudes as a function ofvx :

F m~vx!5(
vy

uF p1~vx ,vy!u2uF p0~vx ,vy!u.

This signature periodically approaches zero at frequencies

vx85
2np

dx12dx2

~see Figs. 2–5 in Sec. 4!.
Fig. 1 Phase of the resultant Fp05F1

p01F2
p0 will wrap at an angle in

the range 2p6a, a5sin21(uF2
p0u/uF1

p0u).

Fig. 2 Synthetic additive test: (a) left image, (b) right image, (c) segmented foreground, and (d)
segmented background. The foreground displacement is 3 pixels and the background displacement is
1 pixel. Computation of displacements from the difference of phases and magnitudes of the resultants:
(e) unprocessed phase difference, (f) unprocessed magnitude difference, (g) cross section through the
phase difference image, (h) cross section through the magnitude difference image, (i) the phase
difference averaged in vertical spatial frequency (vy) direction, (j) the averaged magnitude difference,
(k) cross section through the phase difference image, and (l) cross section through the magnitude
difference image.
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It now remains to compute eitherdx1 or dx2 . We can do
this as follows. Recall Eqs.~5! and~6!. Let the phase angle
of F p0 andF p1 be written/F p0 and /F p1, respectively.
Without loss of generality, letuF p0u>uF p1u. By a geometric
construction~refer to Fig. 1! we can see that, for any phase
angle (f22vxdx2) of Fourier phasor componentF 2

p1

5uF 2
p0uexp@i(f22vxdx2)#, there will be a phase angle (f1

2vxdx1) of Fourier component F 1
p15uF 1

p0uexp@i(f1

2vxdx1)# for which /F p05/F p1 if and only if

2np2a<vxdx1<2np1a, n50,1, . . . ,

where

a5sin21S uF 2
p0u

uF 1
p0u D .

This is true because ifvxdx1 ~the phase change ofF 1
p0!

falls outside this range, the phasorF 2
p1 cannot intersect the

line directed along/F p0. That is,/F p05/F p1 for some
value of vxdx1 , if and only if 2np2a<vxdx1<2np
1a.

Let vx
p denote the frequencies at which/F p05/F p1.

Then,

2np2a

dx1
<vx

p<
2np1a

dx1
. ~8!

Note that this condition does not depend onvy . If uF 1
p0u

and uF 2
p0u are not correlated, as is the case in real images,

then the average frequencyv̄x
p5(vy

vx
p for which /F p0

5/F p1 will be a good estimate of the central frequency in
the range given in Eq.~8!. That is,

v̄x
p'

2np

dx1
. ~9!

Algorithmically, we compute a phase difference image
/F p1(vx ,vy)2/F p0(vx ,vy) and sum along thevy axis
to yield a 1-D signatureF p(vx):

F p~vx!5(
vy

/F p1~vx ,vy!2/F p0~vx ,vy!.

This signature approaches zero at frequenciesv̄x
p

' (2npdx1) , n50,1,... . To identifydx1 , we findv̄x
p and

computedx1 from Eq. ~9! anddx2 fom Eq. ~7!.
Knowing dx1 and dx2 , we can now compute

DF1(vx ,vy) andDF2(vx ,vy) from

Fig. 3 Synthetic occlusion test; see Fig. 2 for an explantion of images (a) to (l).
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DF j~vx ,vy!5exp~2 ivxdxj !,

and, in principle, we can do so for all frequencies (vx ,vy).
It then remains to solve forF p0(vx ,vy) and

F p0(vx ,vy), which we can get directly from Eq.~4! by
solving two simultaneous equations of the form

F p0~vx ,vy!5F 1
p0~vx ,vy!1F 2

p0~vx ,vy!, ~10!

F p1~vx ,vy!5F 1
p0~vx ,vy!DF1~vx ,vy!

1F 2
p0~vx ,vy!DF2~vx ,vy!, ~11!

for all spatial frequencies (vx ,vy). The images of the fig-
ure and ground can then be reconstructed in the same man-
ner described in Ref. 14 by taking the inverse Fourier trans-
form of F 1

p0(vx ,vy) andF 2
p0(vx ,vy).

4 Application of the Technique

Figures 3–5 show the result of applying the technique to
four data sets:

1. a synthetic scene comprising two additive images

2. a synthetic scene comprising two occluding objects

3. a real scene comprising two occluding binocular im-
ages

4. a real scene comprising two additive binocular im-
ages.

The necessity to average in the direction of the vertical
spatial frequencyvy to make the minima more accessible
can be clearly seen in all of these figures.

5 Discussion

We presented a significant simplification of the theory de-
veloped in Ref. 14, reducing the number of images or
samples required to accomplish the segmentation from four
to two. However, one should recognize that this simplifica-
tion applies only in the case of fronto-parallel binocular
imaging ~either using a single translating camera or two
static cameras!. It does not apply in the case of two inde-
pendently moving objects such, as was discussed in Ref.
14. The approach described in this paper depends on the
fact that the phase shifts of both constituent phasors is con-
fined to one axis~in this case thex axis!, thereby removing
one component of displacement~the y component in this
case!. This then leaves just two independent unknown
quantities: the twox components of the displacement of
each object. These conditions are satisfied if and only if the
displacements of the two images/objects are parallel, which
is indeed the case for frontoparallel binocular vision. That
said, it is plausible to extend the approach somewhat, re-
laxing the assumption that the variation is aligned with the

Fig. 4 Real additive test; see Fig. 2 for an explantion of images (a) to (l).
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x axis, by allowing an arbitrary but common axis of varia-
tion: in this case, we must first find the axis of variation
~typically by identifying the orthogonal axis along which
there is no variation in phase difference!. Unfortunately, the
general case where the objects move independently will not
yield to this line of attack because the phase differences
will vary along every direction.

We said in the preceding thatF p0(vx ,vy),
F p0(vx ,vy), DF1(vx ,vy), and DF2(vx ,vy) can be
computed for all spatial frequencies. However, this is not
strictly correct and there are some spatial frequencies for
which we cannot solve. These are the frequencies at
vx52np,n50,1,... . In these casesDF1,2(vx ,vy)
5exp(2ivxdx1,2)51 and Eqs.~10! and ~11! become de-
generate. Consequently, all such frequencies~including the
dc component! are omitted from the inverse Fourier trans-
form, and this accounts for the alteration in the appearance
of the reconstructed images compared with the original in
Figs. 2 and 3. Furthermore, in the case of occluded image
segmentation, frequencies close to integer multiples of 2p
~i.e., vx'2np,n50,1,...) are ill-conditioned and are at-
tenuated before taking the inverse Fourier transform~see
Ref. 14 for details!. Note that the exent of this ill-
conditioning increases with object displacement and, con-
sequently, the quality of the segmentation disimproves with
longer binocular baselines. Thus, the approach is best

suited to short-baseline stereo where the occluded signal is
less significant.

Current work is directed at incorporating an explicit
model for occlusion using, for example, the recent ad-
vances described in Ref. 16. In addition, we are aiming to
extend the approach to segment more than two layers; this
will require an increase in the number of observations or
input images.
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